IFCO Asset Identification & Ownership

**IFCO’s Business and RPC Ownership**

IFCO is in the pooling business and rents its proprietary reusable plastic containers (RPCs) to businesses throughout North America.

**IFCO does not sell** these containers. IFCO retains exclusive ownership rights to all of its containers at all times, and they may never be legally bought, sold, used, disposed of or otherwise dealt with. These types of exchanges are inconsistent with IFCO’s ownership rights. Violators will be held legally liable.

**RPC (Reusable Plastic Container) Identification**

IFCO marks its proprietary containers with distinctive markings. This includes the IFCO stamp in white ink, along with the size of the container. There may also be labels on the side of the container.

The IFCO logo and container size will be identified on the side of the container.

If you come into possession of IFCO containers please promptly call to arrange for a collection at IFCO’s expense.

**IFCO North America Asset Recovery**

Please return all assets, call:
(813)463-4130 or (813)463-4122
AssetRecovery@ifco.com